Shared expert visit of Drent specialist


costs for an allround expert

Often you feel the need for support of a specialist on your Vision, VSOP or Gazelle.

on your machine.

This might be for additional training, solving issues on your press or just maintenance or repair.



Planned visits on a regular
base without a fixed long

If you are located on significant travel distance from our office, like in North or South

term commitment such as a

America, Asia or Russia. The travel costs involved are significant and often a reason

maintenance contract.

to not to order such support.
To reduce the required travel costs DGpS developed the shared expert visit con-

Significant lower visiting



Visits can be used for all kind
of activities: inspection

cept.

(health checks)
adjustments , training,

This concept implies that the travel costs to an region will be spread over a number

problem solving, repair,

of Drent Users in that region. The more customers sign in, the cheaper the visit
will be.

modifications, maintenance

The visits are preplanned, 3-4 times per year per region. We will announce you

your press operations.

or just advice to improve on

when we will travel to a region and when we will be able to visit your plant. You
decide if you want to use the oppurtunity and we plan for a visit. This visit wil be



Updates and latest

executed if at least three companies can be visited in one trip. So the travelling costs

information about

are at least divided by three. In case we can combine more companies in one travel

improvements and

you will be charged even lower.

modifications on a general
base.

This concept is developped in line with DGpS’s central objective to bring the performance of existing and future VSOP, Vision and Gazelle rotary web offset
presses to a higher level in terms of output and return on investment.



Assistance for collecting the
right spares and advice
about stock keeping.

Hallseweg 21 6964 AJ Hall
P.O. Box 70, 6960 AB Eerbeek
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 313 (0) 671911
Fax:+31 313 (0) 671191
Info@dgpressservices.com
www.dgpressservices.com



Shared cost are all traveling costs to, in and from a region.



All traveling costs are all transportation costs, lodging , traveling hours etc.



Division key for sharing is the days on site.



Visits are preplanned. DGpS can cancel a planned visit in case the required minimum of tree
sharing companies is not met.



Invoicing for Vision and VSOP in coordination with Muller Martini.

www.dgpressservices.com

